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ABSTRACT
The literature on technological change points out that incremental innovations and redesign of existing products
are economically and commercially as important as radical innovations. Indeed design input is required for every
innovation from the most radical to incremental and through the effective use of design, companies can
continuously introduce innovative products independently from the fact that they contain technologically new
features.

Combining the findings of a research study (Ergin, 2000) with a follow-up study carried out in January 2003, this
paper presents firm-level evidence on the factors motivating SMEs operating in Newly Industrialized Countries to
innovate. By looking into the process through which a medium-sized manufacturing company transformed itself
from being an electrical motor manufacturing company to an own brand electrical home appliances
manufacturer, the paper will try to reveal the dynamics of building technological capabilities and carrying out
product innovations. The paper will also look into the opportunities and obstacles ahead of the company to
maintain a competitive position in the domestic and export markets.

In the absence of qualitative studies providing knowledge on the dynamics of design-led product innovations in
the Turkish context and in the context of emerging economies in general, the paper will provide insight into the
matter at firm-level.

1. INTRODUCTION

The competitiveness of companies in the long run is directly related to their new product development
capabilities. These products however, need not to be technologically new; they can be redesigns of existing
products or contain incremental innovations. Indeed, the literature on technical change points out that
incremental innovations and redesign of existing products are economically and commercially as important as
radical innovations. According to Freeman (1982), incremental innovations and design improvements are the
‘bread and butter’ of new product development for most firms, most of the time: “Indeed, many firms do not
even attempt to seek radical innovations, for a variety of reasons to do with their size and resources, the nature
of their industry, the level of research and development necessary, or the size of risk involved. Even the firms that
successfully introduce radical innovations do not do so very often” (Freeman, 1982). 
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Due to their sizes and flexible structure, SMEs are in a good position to develop new products rapidly. As in many
other economies, SMEs are predominant in the Turkish economy. They account for 99.5 % of the total number
of manufacturing firms, and 61.4 % of total employment (Sö?üt, 1997). Despite their potential however, SMEs
suffer from the general problems such as the lack of capital, qualified personnel, technological and marketing
capabilities, and quality deficiencies. To overcome these problems, Turkish governments like their counterparts in
many other countries have tried to help SMEs through a number of agencies and support programs since the late
1980s. Moreover, the transformation of the Turkish economy in the last two decades has created an environment
motivating SMEs to upgrade their capabilities in manufacturing and quality. Based on the findings of a research
study (Ergin, 2000) and a follow-up study carried in January 2003, this paper will provide firm-level evidence on
the factors motivating SMEs operating in an emerging economy context to undertake product innovations.

2. SENUR ELECTRICAL MOTORS: THE EARLY YEARS

Senur Elektrik Motorları San. Tic. A.?. (Senur Electrical Motor Company) was established in 1962 in ?stanbul by
Hasan Akın who is a mechanical engineer. It employs 350 people. The founder of the company, Mr. Hasan Akın
is also the current General Manager and is very much influential in the development of Senur. Until the mid
1990s, he had significant roles in the departments of marketing, production and R&D. Although he quitted his
duties in production and marketing, he still controls the R&D Department. He is the main source of new product
ideas. The ethos of the company represented by the founding manager is to be self sufficient and technically
competent. The staff engaged in new product development are mainly engineers and have an engineering
oriented view of product development (see Figure 1 and 2).   

Figure 1. Organisational Structure of the Company Figure 2. Positioning of Product Design within R&D

The company originally started by manufacturing diverse machinery equipment. In the 1970s, it started to
produce fans and commercial refrigerator-mixers for beverages like lemonade and ayran (yogurt drink). While
producing these products, they also learned about motor production. They produced their first electric motor in
1975. Following 1975, they continued producing electrical motors for products like fans, air conditioners and
beverage refrigerators. They sold these products mainly to the State Supply Office (Devlet Malzeme Ofisi in
Turkish, which is a bureaucratic structure providing for the requirements of state departments) taking the
advantage of import substitution policies of the time as it was possible to stop the importation of a product if
one could prove that it was produced locally. However, although the company could compete with small players
in the fan market, it decided to quit fan production after the entrance of Raks (a large company producing fans,
tape and video cassettes) to the scene with considerable capital power. They worked for Ernama? until 1985
which is a major supplier of companies such as Arçelik (the largest durable goods manufacturer in Turkey) and
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Singer. They also supplied motors to different clients in limited numbers upon commission (for the chronological
development of the company, see Figure 3).

1962 The company started to operate with the name ‘SENUR’ to produce certain motor parts
1968 Became a ‘collective’ company to produce products working with butane gas
1975 Turned back to a ‘person company’ status and started to produce electrical motors for products like 

fans, air conditioners, beverage refrigerators and orange press
1982 Became an ‘anonymous company’ producing universal electrical motors as well as small electrical motors

650-meter square production facility; Production capacity: 50,000 products/year
1985 Production capacity: 100,000 products/year
1987-1988 Moved into a new production facility in Avcilar, ?stanbul

6,600-meter square production facility; Production capacity; 200,000 products/year
1990 Started to produce small electrical household appliances

New production technologies were acquired such as plastic injection machines and rapid prototyping machines
1990-1995 12,5 million dollars investment in 17,500-meter square production facility (received subsidy)
1996 Product range: Kitchen robot, mixer, fruit juice squeezer, blender, hair dryer, small vacuum cleaner

27,500-meter square production facility; Production capacity: 500,000 products/year
1997 Priority given to R&D

Dry-wet and shampoo vacuum cleaner and new food processor production started
Production rate of vacuum cleaners reached to 200,000/year
Production rate of small household appliances reached to 600,000/year

Acceptance of the company’s application to TTGV for financial support with the project titled
“Technology Development for a high Speed, Quiet, Light and High Quality Vacuum Cleaner” in 
collaboration with Istanbul Technical University.

1998 The vacuum cleaner which was developed in the context of TTGV supported project was launched to 
the domestic market named as ‘Delfino’.

Delfino received ‘Product Design Award’ by an International Jury on behalf of Endüstriyel 
Tasarımcılar Meslek Kurulu?u (est.1988) along with two other products in the context of Designers’ 
Odyssey 1998: Türk Tasarımcılarının Serüveni, Product Design Exhibition which was held in Tüyap 
Fair and Congress Center, Istanbul.

Branch opened in Germany; Joint venture company established in Iran.

Completion of the Technology Development Project supported by TTGV with success.
2000 New appliance productions:

Dry and wet cylindrical type vacuum cleaner 
Two different types of mini choppers 
New mini food processor

2002 New projects started:
Heated bowl type food processor 
Separator type water filter vacuum cleaner
Heated bowl mixer
Blender and chopper

ISO 2001 Certification by TSE (Turkish Standards Institute)

Agreement with Philips to be a production center 
Starting to produce Triathlon vacuum cleaner (a Philips product) in Turkey.

Figure 3. Chronological Development of Senur Elektrik Motorları San. Tic. A.?.
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However, the fact that a motor does not constitute the whole product plus the difficulties faced by the company
in producing motors for end products upon which they had no control, led them to enter into the electrical home
appliances sector. Within the large spectrum of products in this sector, Senur has chosen to focus on two product
categories, namely the vacuum cleaners and food processors. The selection of these products was to do with the
fact that they contain motors.

3. PRODUCTION OF OWN BRAND ELECTRICAL HOME APPLIANCES:
EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS OF UNDERTAKING PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

With the decision of entering into the production of electrical home appliances, Senur started to develop new
products. By imitating the products of the competitors with minor design modifications and some functional
improvements, it learned how to design and develop household appliances. The early products that they
produced in this phase were very similar to the competitors’ products and they contained minor changes. At this
phase, Senur produced Prokit (a food processor), Bubble (a vacuum cleaner) and Ultima food processors (Ultima
Midi and Ultima Digital). Developing these products it adapted itself to the plastics technology and improved its
capabilities in mass production.

Figure 4. ‘Prokit’ food processor Figure 5. ‘Bubble’ vacuum cleaner Figure 6. ‘Ultima’ food
processor

Having entered into the electrical home appliances sector, Senur faced competitive pressures. While at the lower
segments of the market, many imported products are available at low prices, at the upper segments technical
features and life style value of products become very important in addition to the services provided by the
producers. To have a strong position in the domestic market, companies need to supply products covering the
whole range of home appliances and a nation wide marketing and after-sales service network. Being a small
player in the Turkish domestic market producing only a limited number of electrical home appliances, Senur lacks
a nation-wide distribution channel. However, it has around 300 technical service providers. 

Following the market success of their previous products (Prokit, Bubble and Ultima), the company introduced three more
products in 1997 and 1998. These products contain incremental innovations providing functional benefits to the users.

In the food processor called Compact, they moved away from the forms of the previous appliances and provided
a functional feature in the product.
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In one of his visits to Europe, Mr. Hasan Akın noticed that the auxiliary parts of food processors could not be
displayed on the display units of the shops. So he thought that designing a transparent cover on the front of a
food processor and putting the auxiliary parts in this section, the appliance would be distinguishable than the
others. On his return, they pursued this idea and they designed a compact appliance which carries some of its
auxiliary parts in a transparent container. They also provided another section for the remaining parts at the bottom
of the appliance.

In the second product called Quick, they introduced a product to compete with small food processors known as
Rondo (a Tefal product).

The company analysed the features of the products of their competitors. They found that none of the small food
processors had handles causing difficulties in handling of the products. Taking the bigger family sizes in Turkey
into consideration, they decided to increase the volume of the container part. As they also noticed the growing
trend of using environmentally friendly and natural materials among the consumers, they provided two different
versions of Quick, one with a glass and the other with a plastic container.

As the third product Delfino which is a light vacuum cleaner contains various innovative features and therefore
deserves to be mentioned in detail.

The company started to work for the design and production of vacuum cleaners in 1990 and produced its first
vacuum cleaner in 1996 with the name “Bubble” when there was a suitable market for such an appliance. 

However, this first vacuum cleaner was not any better than imported and locally produced products in the market
in terms of technology, design and price.  Moreover, new trends were emerging in the international markets.
Especially in Japan, the company observed that light, small but at the same time powerful appliances were getting
popular. Hence, they decided to develop and produce a new vacuum cleaner with superior features. They
collected several samples from the Japanese market and started to analyse their characteristics. As they started
to work on a new vacuum cleaner, they became aware of the financial support for Technology Development
Projects (TDPs) by TTGV (Technology Development Foundation of Turkey). The Management Council decided to
apply TTGV with a research project titled “Technology Development for a High Speed, Quiet, Light and High
Quality Vacuum Cleaner” in collaboration with a project team from Istanbul Technical University (1997). The
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Figure 7. ‘Compact’ food processor Figure 8. ‘Quick’ food processor Figure 9. ‘Delfino’ vacuum cleaner



purpose of this project was cited as “to develop the technology to produce lighter and quiet vacuum cleaner with
superior sucking power, driven by a high-speed efficient electrical motor” (Senur, 1998b).

Following the approval of the project proposal the company speeded up its work on the new appliance and
launched it to the market in October, 1998. They produced and sold approximately 25,000 products until the end
of 1998. They successfully completed the project and submitted a project report to TTGV in February 1999 citing
that the aims of achieving a high speed, quiet, light, and high quality product were achieved. 

In the report summarizing the project outcomes of the TTGV supported Technology Development Project (Senur,
1999), the points of achievement for the company were mentioned as:

• Design and production of high technology vacuum cleaner
• Application of the research findings to other products
• Enrichment of the R&D Laboratory in terms of equipment, facilities and knowledge
• Increase in the competitive power and consequently the export rate
• Improving the university-industry relationship
• Institutionalisation of R&D studies

The report briefly mentioned that the export potential of Senur increased as a result of the TDP referring to the
increase in export and R&D turnover between 1995 and 1998 (see Table 2).

It was also explained in the report that SENUR improved its other vacuum cleaner “Bubble” by the technological
knowledge it acquired in the TDP on “Delfino”. The report pointed out that even though the company had not
been able to invest a big amount of money on expensive die changes, it decreased the noise level (5 dB quieter)
by appropriate insulation and designed a new nozzle instead of the imported one. With the Delfino, they reduced
the weight and output power of the vacuum cleaner, limiting also the noise of the appliance within the allowed
range. The technical specifications of the product were clearly mentioned in the advertisement brochures
prepared for the international markets. 

Figure 10(a). Technical specifications of Delfino as Figure 10(b,c). Technical specifications of Delfino as stressed in promotional
brochures (a) stressed in promotional brochures (b,c)
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According to the report that SENUR prepared and presented to TTGV following the Technology Development Project,
the company doubled its total turnover between the years 1995 and 1998 as well as increased its export revenues
from 781 thousand US dollars in 1995 to 6,525 thousand US dollars in 1998. While the amount of domestic
turnover increased less than two times, the amount of export turnover increased more than 8 times (see Figure 11).

This product was exhibited in the “Designers’ Odyssey 1998: Türk Tasarımcılarının Serüveni Product Design
Exhibition in November 1998, Istanbul, and received  the Industrial Designers’ Society of Turkey (ETMK, est. 1988)
Product Design Award along with two other products. The jury report of this Award mentioned that Delfino was
a product with the following qualities: “Harmonious in terms of the visual elements, well thought in terms of
functional properties and well engineered” (ETMK, 1998).

Following the success of Compact, Delfino and Quick in the export markets, the company opened an office in
Germany to be informed about marketing opportunities and new product ideas (Akın, H., 2000). As they want
to cover all types of vacuum cleaners in their product range, they continued to develop new products following
Delfino. They developed a wet and dry vacuum cleaner that is not on the market yet. They also developed a low
cost version of a cylindrical vacuum cleaner specifically for the Turkish domestic market. In all these vacuum
cleaners they have used the motor technology that they developed in the Technology Development Project.

4. MARKETING AS A PROBLEM AREA AND THE SEARCH FOR LONG-TERM
SURVIVAL

Senur is a production-oriented company established and headed by an engineer. The lack of the marketing
dimension in the management of the company led them to cooperate with an independent marketing company,
Arzum. Until 2000, Senur did not have a brand name and its products had been distributed under Arzum’s brand
(which is also the name of the company) in the domestic market. Meanwhile for the export markets, they started
using “Arnica” as their brand name. The way that Arzum operates is to collect products within the range of home
appliances from various companies and sell them under its own brand. It has no retail stores and it distributes
products through various agents such as glassware and carpet stores and gross markets. In the words of the
General Manager of Arzum (Kolba?ı, 2000):

‘If you don’t have your own brand, price advantage is very important against these well-known brands. The most
important elements in the competition are low price and adequate quality. And to convey this quality to the client
with service. Most of the people in Turkey have low and medium income levels and they inevitably tend to go
low prices and adequate quality’ (translated by A. Ergin in Ergin, 2000). 

In 2000, Senur ceased its cooperation with Arzum and started using the Arnica brand solely. The main problem
that Senur experienced in its relation with Arzum was the latter’s building of their marketing strategy on the
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Total, R&D and Export turnover of SENUR in thousand US dollars

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Total Turnover 10,1 13,6 15,2 20,5 19,4 19,0 17,0 16,0

Export 781 2,3 3, 8 6,5 7,3 8,2 10,1 11

Export Ratio % 7.7 21.8 24.8 31.9 38,4 43,2 59,4 68,8

R&D Turnover 88 181 603 544 582 570 714 704

R&D Ratio % 0.8 1.3 4.0 2.7 3 3 4,2 4,4

Figure 11. Source: SENUR, 1999; Kızılöz, 2003.



emphasis of low prices. The products with innovative features require a marketing effort informing the potential
customers about those features and the benefits that they provide. Selling its products through the intermediary
companies, Senur did not have any control over and relation with its customers. Another point of friction in
Senur’s relationship with Arzum was about the quality of products in the latter’s product range. Arzum was in
search of cheaper and cheaper products mainly from China to fill its broad product range. Senur did not want its
products to be associated with lower quality products in Arzum’s product portfolio. As they were also providing
the technical services for all Arzum products, they had the first hand knowledge of the quality problems that they
cause.

Following a major economic crisis in February 2001, the company has chosen to focus its attention to the export
markets (see Figure 14). In fact, to break free with the vicious cycle of producing cheaper and cheaper products,
Senur has directed its efforts to export long before the crisis. As products have to comply with quality standards
as a precondition to enter into the advanced countries, the consumers in these countries look more for functional,
aesthetic and technical qualities of the products. The consumer preferences in these markets create an
opportunity for the company to develop products with innovative features. The Director of the company points
out that price and quality are not enough to be competitive in the international markets, ‘one needs to be
innovative’ (Akın, H., 2000). To be export oriented has been and still is the main motivation for Senur to carry out
product innovations.

Senur reaches to the export markets in two ways: Firstly, they sell own design products to foreign marketing
companies to be sold under different brand names with slight modifications. The contacts for such sales are
generally made in the fairs and as a new development through the Internet. They have a web site with Turkish
and English content (www.senur.com.tr) and they have a representative company under the name of Senur-
Europe in Munich, Germany. Secondly, they export Arnica brand products to be distributed through foreign
marketing companies. Own brand products constitute 25 to 30 % of their exports (Kızılöz, 2003). 

Apart from emphasizing the exports, the problems that the company has faced in the domestic market, led it to
establish its own marketing network for Arnica branded products (Kızılöz, 2003). They plan to use multiple
channels to reach to the consumers: through the bulk buying intermediary companies, retailers, TV marketing and
door-to-door marketing. 

Alongside with these efforts, new measures need to be taken for the long-term survival of the company. In the
process of building its own brand and marketing network, it has to maintain its competitiveness against the low
cost products coming from the Far East. This requires keeping the production costs as low as possible. According
to Kızılöz (2003), there is no excuse for not producing products at similar costs to the Chinese companies: ‘First
of all, the design of your product has to be right to keep the manufacturing costs low. Secondly, you need to
have the ability to organize the production, finding the right component suppliers globally’. 

Another problem that Senur faces is the lack of financial resources. As Kızılöz (2003) mentions the main deficiency of
medium sized companies like Senur, is finding the capital to invest in new product development. In the last two years
following the economic crisis in 2001, they experienced a decrease in turnover, sales volume and the profit margins.

4.1. THE CONNECTION WITH A GLOBAL PLAYER
Under the circumstances explained above, a new development has occurred. Philips, a global company operating
in several industrial sectors defined Senur as a center of production. The demand came from Philips. They audited
Senur and have listed it as one of their production centers. They evaluated Senur’s product development and
production capabilities and know all its products. According to Kızılöz (2003), Philips will withdraw from
production and establish a new organizational structure defined as logistic center. This center will undertake R&D
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and design and if necessary will outsource the necessary expertise. It will have an excellent quality auditing and
procurement system. The center will organize the sourcing of raw materials and other input of the supplying
companies globally. For example, they will set the price of ABS plastics for their suppliers. The benefit of this for
a company like Senur is that if Senur buys plastics from a supplier under the umbrella of Philips, it would not need
to control it. Senur’s linking with Philips fits to this new structuring. According to Kızılöz (2003), Philips will let
them to design. They made confidentiality agreements. Philips expects Senur to show their new designs. If they
like these newly designed products, they would buy them. At this point, Kızılöz (2003) mentioned a Chinese
company. This company sells an own design and manufactured product globally under the name of Philips. Philips
gives the right to use its name and charges two dollars per product sale. Senur’s agreement with Philips opens a
window of opportunity for selling its products under the well-known Philips brand. Philips audited Senur for
about a year. It knows all the cost factors such as labour costs. When it demands Senur to produce something,
Senur won’t try to set a price as they will both know what will be the cost of production and the profit margin
for that product. It will only ask whether they have the production capacity. Such a relationship requires
knowledge sharing and mutual trust and the deepening of this relationship will be a gradual process spreading
over five years. Senur sees this experience as a learning opportunity. According to Kızılöz (2003), the criteria of
Philips in choosing Senur was their ability to produce a sophisticated vacuum cleaner called Triathlon and their
flexibility in production. He says ‘when we decide to produce something, we can start immediately’. Their
cooperation will start by producing Triathlon. In Kızılöz’s (2003) opinion, the ability to produce this and other
products stems from their design ability:

“Philips has three types of relations with the supplying companies. First, they buy finished products if
they find them appropriate to be sold under their own brand. Second, they set their own production
facilities in countries such as China. The third way is to choose production centers. Senur’s relationship
fits to the third option. In Kızılöz’s words: “Philips says that we will collaborate with you in every
aspect of production including design. You are a resource for us. We will come to you when we need
it. We will produce the products that we mutually agree upon. During this relationship you will be
under our umbrella in terms of the quality system and procurement” (Kızılöz, 2003).

Aside from the company’s agreement with Philips, Senur will continue to produce Arnica branded products.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we attempted to review the process through which a medium sized company transformed itself
from producing electrical motors to home appliances with motors, trying to reveal the dynamics of building
technological capabilities and carrying out product innovations. We also looked into the opportunities and
obstacles ahead of the company to maintain a competitive position in the domestic and export markets.

The evidence revealed in the paper show that the ethos of the company represented by the founding manager
as the constant search for new things is the main factor leading to product innovations at Senur. Senur was
established as an engineering oriented company. Through experience, it became aware of the importance of
marketing. The evidence also revealed that market orientation has an impact on product innovations. The
demand pattern in the export markets motivates the company to undertake product innovations. Although the
company did not experience trouble in the export markets, its standing in the domestic market has been a
problematic one. They did not have any control on the marketing of their products. There has been a mismatch
between the marketing company’s strategy and the qualities of Senur products. The paper also revealed that
these qualities result from various undertakings. Senur’s application to TTGV to receive financial support for a
Technology Development Project was such an undertaking. This project has been an influential source of product
innovations for the company. Briefly, the factors which motivate Senur to innovate are:
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• Top management commitment (internal dynamic)
• The demand pattern in the advanced export markets looking for added value in products 

(external dynamic)
• Government support programs implemented by national agents such as Technology Development

Foundation of Turkey (TTGV) which provides financial aid for projects with technological innovation
potential (external dynamic).

To overcome the difficulties that they faced in marketing, the company created its own brand and is about to
complete its own marketing network. This step however, is the beginning of a long-term development and not
satisfactory to solve the main problem of the company which is the ever-decreasing profit margins in the sector
and the lack of capital. The connection of the company with a global player like Philips is thus considered to be
a move which has the potential of securing the long-term survival of the company. With this link, Senur will take
place in the global production network of Philips as a manufacturing company with design capability. The
positioning of Senur in a global production network as a manufacturer of own design products constitutes the
main external dynamic for undertaking design and technology-led product innovations.
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